
PACKAGING HYGIENE 



Objective:- To check the packaging hygiene while picking with the existing packaging 
norms.

Action Points:- Below are the action points and Udaan Field executive will start checking these points after 
20-Dec-2019 while picking the shipment, in case of Non-Adherence they will be liable to rejecting the shipment. 
Please go through the slides for more insight on it. 

➢ There should not be any taping on the pouches, including Udaan tape.
➢ Inner contents should not be visible/coming out of outer packaging for any sort of packaging.
➢ In case of gunny bag and jute bag there should not be any visible hole/bag should not be torn at any part of it.
➢ For boxes Shipping label should be taped with transparent tape across the length and width, do not use POD 

jackets to place the invoice for boxes 
➢Other brand packing (if product is not belonging to that brand) should not be used for packing Udaan shipment.
➢ There should not be any bulging (boxes)/ Over stuffing (Pouches)
➢ Taping on the boxes should be such that it covers all the edges 
➢ Invoice jacket should be placed inside the attached invoice jacket for pouches 
➢ Shipping label to be placed in jacket stitched with the gunny bag and jute bags
➢ Pls do not use jute bag other that steel shipment
➢Mouth of gunny bag and jute bag  should be properly stitched/closed with seals
➢ Seller can use Udaan shipping labels that can be pasted directly on the shipment (except jute bag ) 



➢There should not be any taping on the pouches, including Udaan tape

➢Taping on the boxes should be such that it covers all the edges 



➢ Inner contents should not be visible/coming out of outer packaging in any short of packaging 

➢ In case of gunny bag and jute bag there should not be any visible hole/ bag should not be torn at any part of it

➢Pls do not use jute bag other that steel shipment



➢For boxes Shipping label should be taped with transparent tape across the length and width, do not use POD 
jackets to place the invoice for boxes 

➢ for pouches it should pe placed in invoice jacket



• Other brand packing (if product is not belonging to that brand) should not be used for packing Udaan shipment 



➢There should not be any bulging (boxes)/ Over stuffing (Pouches)



➢Shipping label to be placed in jacket stitched with the gunny bag and jute bags 



➢Mouth of gunny bag and jute bag  should be properly stitched/closed with seals



Pasting Shipping Label 

Seller can use Udaan shipping labels that can be pasted directly on the shipment (except jute bag ) 


